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Introduction

lessed Mother Mary has been an integral part of my life for nearly as long

as I can remember. Her divine presence and radiant essence have graced

my life since early childhood, moving through early adulthood and unto the

present moment of my elder years. I was born in January 1956 and during my

elementary and middle school years America and the world experienced

numerous catastrophes including the Cuban Missile Crisis, the Bay of Pigs, the

assassinations of President John F. Kennedy, Malcolm X, Rev. Martin Luther

King and Bobby Kennedy and the Vietnam War. Although this present time

seems “beyond the beyond” with the current planetary plandemic scenario,

things haven’t been so rosy upon the world scene in quite a while with “wars

and rumors of wars” occurring on a regular basis.

Through all of this, Mary’s availability through humble prayer, such as the

various devotional rosaries given by spiritual aspirants the world round, has

provided divine relief from human stress, pain and suffering of all kinds. I

recall my Catholic family, my parents and nine siblings, giving an evening

rosary together for many days in our living room when I was six or seven,

around the time I was diagnosed with a brain tumor after experiencing

tremendous ear aches that would not subside. I believe it was these prayers

that resulted in my complete recovery as well as a mystical intervention in my

life wherein the Holy Spirit offered me various spiritual gifts that I am using to

share Mary’s messages with the world.

One of the seminal events in my life surrounded the time in second grade

when my classmates and I all received our First Holy Communion on May

Day, which also honors Mother Mary. The girls were all dressed in white and

the boys in dark blue trousers with white shirts and blue ties. It was a scene of

beauty and divine piety. We proceeded to the altar rail to kneel and receive the

blessed host as well as a holy card. I now know that we were overshined by

beloved Jesus, Mary and Joseph and many communion angels who showered

divine light upon us to seal us in the protecting energies of heaven’s grace.

Shortly after this, I recall watching the black and white movie “The Song

of Bernadette” on the TV and being moved so much at the end that I wept

and wept, telling myself that I desired to be like Bernadette—saintly, humble,

radiant in light. To this day this movie is my favorite, with “Our Lady of

Fatima” being a close second. It is now obvious to me that Mary’s presence in



my life continued to be a guiding light and ever-present boon to help me stay

on the “straight and narrow” and to fulfill my mission on Earth to bring new

light and teachings to humanity through the creation of The Hearts Center

Community in 2005 with all that we offer.

In 1995 I began composing inspirational songs after my daily early

morning scriptural rosary, which I had been giving for over twenty years. After

months and months of work, I released my first music CD in 1997, “Psalms of

Love.” Since then, I’ve released another ten albums of light, classically-based

music, all inspired by Mary, Jesus and the angels of heaven. We now sing many

of these songs during our free daily devotional video streamed broadcasts.

In 2002 Mary appeared to me in a lucid dream that was more than a

dream. She raised me up, held me to her heart and told me that we would

always be One. Two years later in early June 2004, the Holy Spirit via Jesus and

Kuthumi (Saint Francis) gave me the gift of locution (clairaudience) to begin

my greater mission in sharing certain progressive revelations from the

ascended hosts through what Saint Germain has titled HeartStreams. These

are messages that are telepathically inspired upon me as either dictations,

discourses or darshans (questions and answer sessions), all supercharged with

the spiritual light-energy of the Holy Spirit.

On October 22-29, 2005, twelve spiritual disciples of the ascended hosts

traveled with me to all twenty-one California Spanish Missions in eight days,

beginning in San Diego and ending in Sonoma. We visited an average of three

missions daily during this epic whirlwind pilgrimage. The Blessed Mother

dictated a short message to us within the environs of every mission—most

outside and some within the various mission churches. One of these in

northern California was actually sung by Mary through me, an amazing

experience in itself that reminded me somewhat of what a Gregorian Chant

would sound like if it were sung in English. An additional twenty-one disciples

attended one or more sessions at missions along the way. All in all, thirty-three

devotees were a part of this special mission tour.

All twenty-one of Mary’s messages are shared in my book: Mother Mary’s

Missions: Messages from the Divine Mother. Later, we published a 71-minute DVD

with imagery from all the missions set to instrumental versions of my music.

In addition to Mary’s poignant communiques, Jesus and three Archangels

(Michael, Gabriel and Raphael) dictated as well as other saints such as St.

Francis (Kuthumi), St. Joseph (Saint Germain), John the Baptist, St.

Bonaventure (Lanello) and Father Juni (Junipero Serra, who helped found nine

of the twenty-one missions and was canonized in 2015 by Pope Francis.) And



Beloved Kuan Yin, the Mother of Mercy from the East, dictated each morning

during our sacred time together.

The HeartStreams in the book you are holding or reading in e-form were

dictated to me both before and after this pilgrimage to the missions—some in

my home near Livingston, Montana and many at the Wellspring Retreat in

Paradise Valley, Montana. Nearly half were dictated around the United States

in major cities and a few during another pilgrimage we made to Mexico. Mary’s

messages are still relevant for today—calling us to prayer and holiness, to

reflection on our inner lives and humility as well as courage in meeting the

challenges of these times. She always lifts us up in Spirit and encourages us

with her loving immaculate heart and perfect vision to try to see life from a

higher perspective and with a more compassionate and loving attitude toward

all. When we can hold everyone in the same inviolate image of our inner self

and true holiness as she does, our lives are blessed and sanctified by God’s

graces.

Mary has indeed graced my life with numerous miracles as I’ve been

privileged to travel to Lourdes in France, Fatima in Portugal, Rome in Italy

and set foot in literally hundreds of churches, cathedrals and basilicas around

the world. The Holy Mother blessed hundreds of humble saints through me

outside the original church built on the site where she appeared to Juan Diego

in 1531 near what is now Mexico City. She has shared her messages of faith,

hope and love in gardens, atop the Pyramid of the Sun in Mexico, in the

Queen’s Chamber of the Great Pyramid near Cairo, across Europe, in Africa,

India, South America, Australia, Japan and in over half of the fifty United

States.

Mary’s divine grace is always extended with great poise and presence,

impelling us to attempt to reach for a more holy space within ourselves so that

we can live in the embrace of angels and the grace of God. She reminds us of

the power of giving the rosary daily, of group prayer sessions and of singing

our prayers as much as possible. Fortunately, many of the prayers I’ve been

privileged to receive from various saints have a beautiful rhythm and rhyme

which lend them to being sung! And numerous creative disciples have

composed music to prayers by myself and others, which make them fun to

sing with all our hearts’ love.

One of Mary’s many titles in the Catholic tradition is “Queen of the

Angels”, and she truly lives up to this beloved appellation. As I accept the

revelation from an esoteric tradition that Mary is the bride of Archangel

Raphael, she surely is a heavenly queen in the truest sense of the word. Her

ability to bring miracles of healing and other mystical as well as practical divine



graces to all who call to her is evident by her hundreds of major appearances

to devotees around the world. By God’s grace, each of the over 400

HeartStreams I’ve received from her is also one of these special appearances.

Though typically only clairvoyant souls will see her holy image, most of us

who are spiritually sensitive will feel the divine energy that she lovingly

conveys.

This book is the second in what I hope and pray will be a continuing series

that will share many of her most inspirational HeartStreams. As funding and

staff time allow, future volumes will proffer her direct assistance to those who

are ready for her words of wisdom. The thirteen images of Mary in various

settings, which she commissioned David Keil to create, highlight many of

Mary’s most beloved appearances or names for her held in high regard by

Catholics as well as Eastern Orthodox Christians and other mystics the world

round. David and I pray that you will find solace and peace in meditating upon

these renderings as you contemplate Mary’s words and make them real in your

life.

May you be blessed in the immaculate embrace of our Holy Mother now

and always!

In the Immaculate Heart and Eyes of Mary we trust!

David Christopher Lewis

Founder, The Hearts Center Community

September 24, 2021



I

Mother Mary Comes to Bless Us as the Divine

Mother of Peace and Mercy Beloved of My Heart,

Beloved of My Heart,

come at the behest of my son Jesus to be with you in the sacredness of the

hour, for your hearts deserve a reprieve from your labors to dwell in the

very center of the heart of the Mother. I come to comfort you in an hour

when the comfort flame is lacking, though many seek surcease from war and

the machinations of those who would pit brother against brother for profit,

financial gain and toward an end that is not just—won through the slaying of

the fraternal soul through jealousy and a misunderstanding of the intent of

God and His divine justice.

I am come to plead with you to pray on the morrow and on many

tomorrows for the peace that passeth understanding
1
 that comes through an

understanding and a melting of hearts. For if you would have true peace, it

must be won through the Prince of Peace, the Elohim of Peace, the Angels of

Peace and the Chohan of Peace. Nada now comes with her sword of peace,

not to slay but to divide the real from the unreal within all. I also raise my

hand with her to deliver the judgment upon those who continue to wage their

warfare against the innocent, the common civilian and hearts who are neutral

to the ravages of malintent, for in their animosity to the light they attack the

least of the brethren and shall have their reward thereby.

God has a plan to bring about an end to conflict and it is not by the road

most traveled. Rather, it is by a release of fire through your hearts and many

hearts, humble hearts wed to God through my son, through the Buddhas and

Bodhisattvas and the saints who have taught the path of non-attachment.

Every time a child is slain in the womb, shock waves are felt across the very

web of life. You have heard of the butterfly effect. Well, I tell you that the

abortion effect has effected far more damage to your environment and your

world and for the option of peace than you can imagine. This travesty is far

more extensive than all the wars of this last century combined for it thwarts



the very procession of souls into embodiment, their divine plans and the

community, national and world karma of millions of lifewaves.

You should be on your hands and knees nightly for the erasing of this

scourge from Earth, for only when it is gone will you begin to experience that

true peace that all seek. Win them through love. Win them through wisdom.

Most of all, win them through the power of the Holy Spirit, which is the

delivery stream through which love and wisdom flow! Flow with the cycles

and resist not what is coming. Meet it with love, the poise and the smile that

greet all from the One Source, judging not whether you are superior or

whether you have to try to change that other soul, for the alchemy of change

will happen in spite of your efforts and in answer to the love you truly extend

without hostility, rancor or any form of criticism.

We have taught these principles on many occasions, yet you do not always

remember the keys when you are in the decision-making mode of the moment.

You somehow step out of the sacredness of the now to project your way and

your view on others who may have already far surpassed that initiation that

you have not yet passed! As Surya has said, leave the judgment to God and all

will begin to come into resolution, for you no longer sit in the seat of the

scornful and you allow light to flow wherever it will, God’s angels being the

adjudicators and deliverers of both mercy and of the response that will cause

souls to come up higher through temporary adversity.

Have you been averse to your ongoing initiations? Have you welcomed the

return of your past choices as present opportunities for self-mastery? Two

thousand right decisions may or may not be required of each of you; yet when

you do choose wisely, your path and our lives are truly made easier on the way!



I

Mother Mary Comes as the Comfort Flame and

with a Blessing from Her Son of Cosmic Christ

Peace

Blessed Ones of My Immaculate Heart,

am come to comfort my own in this dark night of the year. I am the

comfort flame unto you in this hour. As I held my infant son and gazed

upon his sweet countenance, I saw that great light shining all about him and I

was engulfed in the sacredness of his aura and the light of his soul. For in my

attempt to protect and comfort him, I received the return current of his own

Christ flame of comfort. And so, as he grew and waxed strong in the spiritual

fire of his heavenly Father, Maitreya, he expressed the kindness and gentility

that is the very essence of the balanced Christ flame that he bore to all

mankind.

Balance is the key for you today. When you stay fully centered in the

balanced flames of love, wisdom and power, nothing can move you from that

state wherein you hear the voices of angels and the whisperings and musings

of God’s heart. To obey that inner voice becomes the test of obedience that all

do not pass so easily, for they are still attached to life on the periphery of self

and become fearful when asked to take a stand for the ultimate truth of one’s

right to be the very mouthpiece of God.

Our comfort is real. It is tangible to you now as you go within and know

who you are in God. For as we truly would draw you higher and higher into

the full, blazing light of your presence, you will at times become

uncomfortable with the accelerated light that is required for you to maintain a

higher level of attunement. Comfort is needed at each new level that you gain

in self-mastery, for it stabilizes you in that level until you no longer need any

outer impetus. Yet, you know that the comfort flame arises from within to

allow you to remain fully buffeted within your own forcefield of love, garnered

through your meditations and devotions.

I pray that you would pray with me to assuage the hurts of those who

know not that they even need the comfort of the Holy Spirit, for they have
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